Amiryck Honeysuckle (NEW!)
Price: Price on Application
Sire: UKBAS16627 - Inca Excalibur (INCBASUK288) [Solid B
Dam: UKBAS16142 - Amiryck Evening Primrose (AMKBASUK23)
Type: Pregnant Female (Pregnant)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Dark Grey
Registered With: Registration No :UKBAS24506
Ear Tag :AMKBASUK44
Microchip :982000167796394
Date of Birth: 7th September 2013
UKBAS04308 - ATA Cambridge Centurion (ATABASUK0105

UKBAS16627 - Inca Excalibur (INCBASUK288) [Solid B

UKBAS04761 - Coire Maya Gold (COIBASUK04) [Solid B

Amiryck Honeysuckle
Dark Grey - Huacaya
UKBAS08468 - Lillyfield Jack of Spades of Inca (Im

UKBAS16142 - Amiryck Evening Primrose (AMKBASUK23)

UKBAS03614 - Hindcross Halo (HXABASUK39) [Solid Mi

Description:
I bought Honeysuckle knowing that she had no grey in her pedigree, and only one white (a white great grandfather).
Her face looks like an appaloosa but with a pretty solid mid grey fleece, so the questions were Would she throw grey?
And, if yes, Would it be a modern grey or classic grey ? As it has turned out, she has had two cria to date: a classic
MSG called Earl Grey with only one small dark spot on one leg (see DRE 46 on the 2020 cria list); and Grey Goose,
another classic MSG born in 2017, see her details in the next listing below.
Honeysuckle has a very dense and very fine fleece with a nice crimp style but a bit too much guard hair in places. She
definitely sees herself as the leader of my adult female group, she is easy to handle, always first to the feed trough and
the favourite of our helpers on the farm.
In 2020 she birthed a very strongly built classic MSG male cria with a spot free blanket. He is DRE 46 on the 2020 Cria
List, his sire was HER Grey Aramis and he is called Earl Grey: definitely stud male quality.
Honeysuckle was bred to Mandinka Warrior and is spitting off.
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